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Upcoming Events

Renewable Energy Seminar, CUNY City College Campus and Online
Thursday, February 8, 12:30 -1:30, Dr. Richard Perez*, Sr. Researcher, Atmospheric
Sciences Research Center, University at Albany, will present his latest on renewable
energy at CUNY in Manhattan.

Dr. Richard Perez directs applied research and teaches in the fields of solar radiation, solar energy
applications, and daylighting. 
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NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL

 Selected Headlines
   The Ohio legislature failed to pass a bill that would exert control over the discussion of “controversial
beliefs” about climate policies in college classrooms. Senate Bill 83 contains a wide-ranging set of rules for public
colleges and universities, including bans on most diversity training and new requirements that alternative viewpoints on
such topics as climate policies, immigration and abortion are discussed. Its main sponsor said he was taking on
the “woke fiefdom” of higher education. insideclimatenews.org/
   Ex-tropical Cyclone Jasper battered northern Queensland, Australia, over the weekend of December 18,
deluging parts of the state with more than three feet of rain over four days, smashing century-old rainfall
records. upi.com/
   An unusually intense storm for this time of year caused damaging coastal flooding, inland flash flooding and
power outages from Florida to Maine on December 18 and 19. axios.com/
    A group of eighteen youths between the ages of 8 and 17 from California filed a lawsuit against the EPA, saying
that the agency “intentionally allows life-threatening climate pollution to be emitted by the fossil fuel sources of
greenhouse gases it regulates, harming children’s health and welfare.” The suit follows a major win in Montana, where
another group of young people successfully sued the state for violating their right to a clean environment.
theverge.com/
   China, the world's top processor of rare earths, banned the export of technology to make rare earth magnets
on December 21, adding it to a ban already in place on technology to extract and separate the critical materials.
   Rare earths are a group of 17 metals used to make magnets that turn power into motion for use in electric vehicles,
wind turbines and electronics.
   In rare earths, China controls 60% of global supply and a massive 90% of the global refining of rare earth
elements. .reuters.com == oilprice.com/
   New White House guidelines call for federal agencies to prioritize the use of sustainable transportation such
as electric vehicles and trains for official travel, as part of efforts to build a clean transportation future. oilprice.com/

and from the Washington Post on  the last day of 2023:

   U.S. oil production hit a record under Biden.  He seldom mentions it. washingtonpost.com/
   [Another misleading headline (for whose benefit?). U.S. oil production does not meet domestic oil consumption. The
average deficit of about 7 million barrels per day is plugged in by oil imports. On the (somewhat) positive side, more
domestic production means less imports. On the negative side, the continued burning of fossil fuels continues to
endanger the planet. (ed)]
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UKRAINE
   Russia destroyed 50% of Ukraine’s energy infrastructure last winter, according to
DTEK (Ukraine’s largest power utility company). news.yahoo.com/
   Russian forces trained their firepower on an eastern Ukrainian power station near the front
lines, leaving five workers injured and plunging the town of Kurakhovo into
darkness. bnnbreaking.com/

   The EU is mobilizing a further 500 power generators from its strategic rescEU reserves to strengthen Ukraine's
energy resilience. ec.europa.eu/

   The UAE has sent a plane loaded with 100 tonnes of power generators to support those affected by the war
in Ukraine. The aid includes 1,640 household power generators, each with a capacity of between 3.5 and 8 kilowatts,
designed to provide electricity to civilian homes. thenationalnews.com/
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  CLIMATE EMERGENCY / ENVIRONMENT
 From COP28
 
   The COP meetings on climate change are akin to Kabuki theater. The script runs
seemingly forever yet unfolds in ways familiar to the audience. Things suddenly appear

and vanish from the stage, but nobody is very surprised. brookings.edu/
 
   “We have the technologies to avoid the worst of climate chaos, if we act now…The economics are clear: the
global shift to renewables is inevitable. The only question is how much heating our planet will endure before it
happens.” —UN Secretary-General António Guterres, addressing delegates at COP28 in Dubai. (Fortune Data Sheet)
 
   Secretary-General António Guterres also told delegates: "The science is clear. The 1.5 degrees [2.7°F] limit is
only possible if we ultimately stop burning fossil fuels — not reduce, not abate, [but] phase out with a clear time frame
aligned with 1.5 degrees." washingtonpost.com/
 
   Droughts supercharged by global heating are “an unprecedented emergency on a planetary scale,” leading to
food shortages and famine. according to a report by the UN Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)
   While other climate impacts such as heatwaves, wildfires and floods often hit the headlines, droughts are often silent
disasters, the report said, and “the massive impacts of human-induced droughts are only starting to unfold.”
theguardian.com
 
   A landmark deal to help the world’s poorest and most vulnerable countries pay for the irreversible impacts of
climate disaster was agreed on the first day of the COP28 UN summit. theguardian.com/
 
   Germany and UAE kickstart new climate loss and damage fund with $100 million each. cleanenergywire.org/
 
   United States, Canada, France, Japan, and the United Kingdom announced plans to pursue at least  $4.2 billion
in “government-led” and private investments to develop a secure, reliable global nuclear energy supply chain over the
next three years. energy.gov/
  
   The UN climate summit ended with a compromise deal that called for a “transition away” from fossil fuels. The
stronger term “phase-out” had been backed by 130 of the 198 countries negotiating in Dubai but was blocked by
petrostates including Saudi Arabia. 
   The deal was hailed as historic as it was the first citing of fossil fuels,
the root cause of the climate crisis, in 30 years of climate negotiations.
But scientists said the agreement contained loopholes and did not match
the severity of the climate emergency. One called it a “tragedy for the
planet and our future” while another said it was the “dream outcome” for
the fossil fuel industry.  theguardian.com/environment/
 
   The final COP28 (non-binding) agreement called for a “just,
orderly, and equitable” shift away from fossil fuels. And, by leaving room
for the continued expansion of fossil fuels, it will likely prolong and
deepen the risks to the most economically and environmentally
vulnerable communities, including in the United States. brookings.edu/
 
   Nearly 200 countries also agreed to adopt a raft of measures,
including more clean energy production, in order to avert the worst effects of climate change.
   However,  critics say the deal will not prevent global temperatures from rising more than 1.5 degrees Celsius above
the pre-industrial average
   "This text is toothless and it is nowhere even close to being sufficient to keep us within the 1.5 degree
limit," Thunberg, Swedish climate activist. euronews.com
 
and also,
    COP28 organizers granted attendance to at least 475 lobbyists working on carbon capture and storage (CCS),
unproven technologies that climate scientists say will not curtail global heating. theguardian.com/
 
   While the stop-oil view was popular in Dubai, there were enough adults in the room to keep the conference from
committing to it. “  wsj.com/ via Heritage Foundation
 
      COP28 president Sultan Ahmed al-Jaber said:  there "is no science out there, or no scenario out there, that says
that the phase-out of fossil fuel is what's going to achieve 1.5°C"  "Show me a roadmap for a phase-out of fossil fuels
that will allow for sustainable socio-economic development unless you want to take the world back into caves."
   al-Jaber did say that a phase-out of fossil fuel was "inevitable" and "essential," echoing comments he's made
previously, but "we need to be real serious and pragmatic about it." axios.com/
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   Many of the gravest threats to humanity are drawing closer, as carbon pollution heats the planet to ever more
dangerous levels. Five important natural thresholds already risk being crossed, according to the Global Tipping Points
report, and three more may be reached in the 2030s if the world heats 1.5C (2.7F) above pre-industrial temperatures. 
   They can trigger devastating domino effects, including the loss of whole ecosystems and capacity to grow staple
crops, with societal impacts including mass displacement, political instability and financial collapse.
   The tipping points at risk include

the collapse of big ice sheets in Greenland 
the collapse of big ice sheets in the West Antarctic,
the widespread thawing of permafrost,
the death of coral reefs in warm waters, and
the collapse of one oceanic current in the North Atlantic.

Unlike other changes to the climate such as hotter heatwaves
and heavier rainfall, these systems do not slowly shift in line with
greenhouse gas emissions but can instead flip from one state to
an entirely different one. When a climatic system tips –
sometimes with a sudden shock – it may permanently alter the
way the planet works.
   Scientists have warned that some of the shifts can create
feedback loops that heat the planet further or alter weather
patterns in a way that triggers other tipping points.
   In its latest review of climate change science, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change found that tipping

thresholds were unclear but the dangers would grow more likely as the planet heats up. theguardian.com/
 
   Climate migration is already taking place within American communities, as people flee flood-prone areas.
Between 2000 and 2020, over 3.2 million people have left high flood-risk neighborhoods, creating “Climate
Abandonment Areas”. The trend is expected to continue over the next 30 years during which 2.5 million will move from
the flood-prone zones, according to a recently released report by the First Street Foundation. The Foundation
calculated that 34.5% of the U.S. population lives in areas that are affected by flooding. axios.com/
 
   More than 26 million people from Southern California to Central Arizona were under flood watches on Friday,
December 22. axios.com/

   California’s Water Resources Control Board approved regulations to allow the development of treatment
protocols to convert wastewater into high-quality drinking water. Because of the high cost, only the largest water
systems will be able to build the treatment facilities. axios.com/
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CARBON-FREE ENERGY
    The ten largest U.S. developers plan to build 110,364 MW of new wind and solar
projects over the next five years, according to S&P Global Market Intelligence, but most of
these projects remain in the initial stages of development. Just 15% of planned wind and solar
projects are under construction, and 13% are considered to be in advanced stages of

development, according to S&P Global Market Intelligence.
   Although the nation’s largest developers have absorbed most of the benefits of the IRA simply because of their size,
most of these companies would have continued to plan new wind and solar projects regardless of whether that law
extended tax incentives for developers, 
   The IRA has made the most difference among smaller developers — the kinds of companies that could not afford to
gamble on new projects amid rising costs and backlogged interconnection queues without the assurance that federal
incentives are here to stay for the long term. utilitydive.com/
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 Solar

    The Solar for All component of the IRA will use $7 billion of federal funds to pay for sixty solar
energy projects in disadvantaged communities nationwide. governing.com/
 
 

Wind
 
      A Berkeley Lab study of half a million transactions across the country finds that, on
average, homes located within one mile of a commercial wind turbine experience
approximately an eleven percent decline in values following the announcement of a new

commercial wind energy project, relative to counterfactual homes located 3 to 5 miles away. The values return to pre-
announcement inflation-adjusted levels 3–5 years after operations begin. emp.lbl.gov/
 
    In 2023, financial hardships and logistical challenges hammered project developers in the United States,

leading them to cancel a quarter of the nation’s offshore wind farms under
contract. Even with recent successes like South Fork Wind, the setbacks
threaten to dramatically delay the nation’s ambitions to put tens of gigawatts’
worth of renewables in the water this decade.
    Globally, the United States accounted for less than 0.1 percent of the
64.3 gigawatts of total offshore wind capacity at the end of last year.
Domestically, offshore wind represents a similarly imperceptible percentage of
overall U.S. wind power capacity, which totaled 146 GW at the beginning of the
year. canarymedia.com/

  Using wood, Modvion, a Swedish start-up,  has built the world's tallest-of-its-kind turbine
tower. The 492 feet to the tip of the highest blade the two-megawatt generator on top has just
started supplying electricity to the Swedish grid, providing power for about 400 homes. .bbc.com/
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Hydrogen (H2)

     Having completed its first U.S. hydrogen hub in Missouri, BayoTech plans to inaugurate
two additional hubs in California in 2024.  In addition, the company is also developing twelve

other sites across the country. BayoTech’s proprietary hydrogen production technology uses “a blend of natural gas
and renewable natural gas to produce carbon-neutral hydrogen,” the company‘s spokesperson said. pv-magazine-
usa.com/
 
    The Treasury Department released tax guidance that would force companies to use low-carbon or zero-
emissions energy to power the hydrogen production process. Under the plan, a 60-cent credit kicks in for a kilogram
of hydrogen produced with four kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalent. Producers earn more credits with lower CO2
equivalent emissions.
  The proposed rules also call for hydrogen producers to use renewable or zero emission electricity from generators
who began operation no more than three years prior to the construction of the hydrogen facility. The electricity would
also have to be sourced from within the same geographic region as the hydrogen production facility.
   Hydrogen industry leaders criticized the proposal as too rigid and potentially impeding the industry’s growth and
decarbonization in the U.S. .eenews.net/ == utilitydive.com/
 

Nuclear
    On December 2, at the climate conference COP28 in the United Arab Emirates, the United States and 21
other countries pledged to triple the global nuclear energy capacity by 2050. The pledge was worded as a
commitment “to work together to advance a global aspirational goal of tripling nuclear energy capacity from 2020 by
2050.”  United Arab Emirates, sought to recognize “the key role of nuclear energy in achieving global net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions-carbon neutrality by or around mid-century and in keeping a 1.5-degree Celsius limit on
temperature rise within reach.” 
   Almost simultaneously, a group of independent energy consultants and analysts released the 18th edition of the
World Nuclear Industry Status Report 2023 (WNISR). The 519-page report provides a detailed assessment of the
status and trends of the international nuclear industry.
   The authors of the report are very skeptical of the long-term viability of nuclear in terms of the cost, financing and
safety. They also point out that the Small Nuclear Reactors (SMRs), while grabbing much attention, do not have much
to offer. The development of SMR technology has been stunted and, when and where realized, its performance has
been underwhelming. thebulletin.org/ ==  worldnuclearreport.org/
 

 Energy Storage  
        The price of lithium-ion battery packs fell 14% from 2022 to a record low of $139/kWh
this year, driven in part by increased production capacity across parts of the battery value chain,
according to BloombergNEF. In addition to new production capacity, the 2023 drop in cost was

also due to falling prices for raw materials and components as well as growth that fell short of some industry
expectations. utilitydive.com/
 
    In a rather ironic twist, Form Energy, a Massachusetts-based company,  set up a shop in one of the most
vehemently anti-renewable energy states, West Virginia. The company’s facility will manufacture long-duration iron-air
batteries which, Form Energy claims, can hold up to a one-hundred-hour charge.
   Iron-air batteries work by exposing iron to a stream of air. With an assist from an electrolyte and a membrane, the
result is an electrical current and a pile of rust. Charging up the battery is simply a matter of applying an electrical
current, reformulating the rust back into iron.
cleantechnica.com/ 
 

 EV
     U.S. sales of fully electric cars are still growing at a fast clip — they are up by more than 50 percent this year
over 2022.  But automakers' rosy expectations have not been met.  The growth has slowed down over the past few
months, thus prompting them to trim their production plans and pause some investments. There were 869,000 fully
electric vehicles sold in the United States in the first 10 months of this year, a 56 percent increase over the same period
in 2022, according to data provider J.D. Power.  washingtonpost.com/
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FOSSIL & OTHER FUELS
  
    Chinese banks accounted for a massive 76%, or $93 billion, of the arranged financing for coal projects last year,
followed by U.S. banks, which were at a distant second with $10 billion worth of coal project financing, new research
from BloombergNEF showed. oilprice.com/

   Germany generated 47.3 percent less electricity from coal-fired power plants in the third quarter of 2023
compared to the same period last year, the Federal Statistical Office announced. While it still provided about 36% of
the country’s power, the share of electricity from coal-fired power plants was 23.9 percent, less than that of wind
power.cleanenergywire.org/
 
   Dozens of US gas utilities offer builders and contractors incentives to keep fossil fuels in buildings.
   Washington state’s NW Natural offers builders $2,000 for each new single-family home they equip with gas
appliances, while Texas’s Corpus Christi Gas offers $1,000. And in Minnesota, CenterPoint Energy participates in a
program that offers paid vacations to builders who outfit homes with gas.
   The longstanding relationship between gas interests and the building sector could be a major impediment to
decarbonizing buildings, which account for one-third of US greenhouse gas emissions. theguardian.com/
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 NORTH-EAST  
   

READ / SUBSCRIBE

 
    

 New York 
    A zoning change that could bring more eco-friendly upgrades like solar panels, wind turbines, electric vehicle
charging and energy-efficient building fixes to New York passed its final vote in the City Council.
   The most immediate changes New Yorkers are likely to see as a result of the new law include more rooftop solar
panels, solar awnings over parking areas, green retrofits to homes and more opportunities for EV charging, according
to the Department of City Planning.
nydailynews.com/
 
   Two of the twelve Ørsted wind turbines at South Fork Wind Farm, located
thirty-five miles east of Montauk Point, commenced power delivery to
Eversource electric utility. The two 11 MW turbines provide 22 MW of the total
generating capacity of the 12-turbine, 132 MW, a development that is due to be
fully operational in 2024. .renewableenergyworld.com/
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New Hampshire     
   The NH Department of Energy has submitted a request to the Environmental Protection Agency for a $70 million
grant to expand community solar for low-income residents in the state. pv-magazine-usa.com/
 
   New England’s last running coal plant — the Merrimack Generating Station in Bow — was unable to complete
a scheduled re-do of an emissions test it failed in February, according to state regulators. nhpr.org/ via Northeast
Energy News
 
New Jersey    
   The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (NJBPU) has received more than three hundred applications for the
Community Solar Energy Program (CSEP), totaling more than 300 MW of new solar capacity.
   The CSEP permits community solar projects of no greater than 5 MW on rooftops, carports and canopies over
impervious surfaces, contaminated sites and landfills and certain bodies of water such as water treatment reservoirs
and dredge ponds. The opening of a second application period for at least an additional 225 MW for the energy year
(EY) 2025 which starts June 1, 2024. solarpowerworldonline.com/
   
     One of the largest food waste-to-renewable natural gas projects in the country will be constructed in
Linden.
    Through anaerobic digestion, a process that breaks down waste in the absence of oxygen to produce natural gas,
the Linden Renewable Energy (LRE) Project will convert organic waste into pipeline-quality RNG. The refuse will
include food waste from industrial, commercial and institutional entities as well as grease waste from restaurants and
other food service establishments. htnjbiz.com/
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DATA
From the Energy Information Agency (EIA):

 
 EIA Projections:   

Investment in the U.S. solar photovoltaic (PV) generating capacity contributes to solar being the fastest-growing
source of U.S. electric power generation. The EIA expects an increase of  23 gigawatts of new solar generating
capacity for 2023 (a 33% increase from 2022) and 37 GW for 2024 (up 39% from 2023).

 

Battery storage capacity is expected to grow by  9 GW in 2023, doubling the total storage at the end of 2022.

 Natural gas-fired power plant power generation, after a seven percent growth in 2023, is expected to grow by
one percent in 2024, reaching about 1,714 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh).
The EIA forecasts that coal-fired power plants will generate less in 2024 (599 billion KWh) than the combined
generation from solar and wind (688 billion kWh) for the first time on record.
U.S. energy-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are projected to decrease by three percent for 2023. Most of

this reduction in CO2 emissions is due to a decline in the use of coal.

Coal-related CO2 emissions are expected to decline by eighteen percent from 2022.

Emissions from petroleum use are projected to remain unchanged,
Emissions from natural gas are expected to increase by one percent in 2023 versus 2022.
Total CO2 emissions will fall by one percent in 2024. The decline is primarily because of continued reductions in

coal consumption resulting in a seven percent % decrease in coal-related emissions.
Emissions from natural gas and petroleum in 2024 will be unchanged from 2023.
Decreases in U.S. coal consumption in 2023 and 2024 are consistent with the downward trend in recent years.
Much of the decline in coal consumption has been offset by increased natural gas consumption and renewable
energy as a generation source.

Nuclear energy’s share in global electricity production fell by 4% in 2022, year-on-year, reaching its lowest since
the 1980s, according to the annual World Nuclear Industry report released on December 6. oilprice.com/
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OF INTEREST

   The levelized cost of solar energy has never been so low—less than $0.05 per kilowatt-hour in U.S. power sales
—yet it contributes less than 5% to the global electricity supply. Consumption of modern renewable energy, comprising
solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal, has been rising steadily over the past decade, and yet it comprises only
some 11% of total energy.  Immediate market expectation of future profitability also seems to be on the side of fossil
fuels relative to renewables. From a peak in January 2023, the S&P Global Clean Energy index has lost more
than 30% in value, while the S&P500 Oil and Gas Exploration and Production is up by more than 12% since June.
 Clean energy companies lose far more value than fossil fuel companies.
   What begins to explain this paradox of sharply falling supply prices of renewables and rising profitability— actual and
perceived —of fossil fuels is perverse valuation and pricing. Sound analysis would call for a tax on fossil fuels in view of
their negative spillovers, especially in vast health and climate damage. But the reality is the opposite, one of subsidies
for fossil fuels operating in oligopolistic markets. In the U.S., for example, the current pricing method for energy, in the
absence of a carbon tax, is carbon agnostic at its core. It hides the risk of fossil fuels and the value of clean energy.
.brookings.edu/

Energy: Research/Development 
SOLAR

   New solar-powered atmospheric water harvesting technology could help provide enough drinking water for
people to survive in water-stressed areas, habitat for some 2.2 billion people.
   Researchers from Shanghai Jiao Tong University in China synthesized a super hygroscopic gel using plant
derivatives and hygroscopic salts that was capable of absorbing and retaining an unparalleled amount of water. One
kilogram of dry gel could absorb 1.18 kilograms of water in arid atmospheric environments and up to 6.4 kilograms in
humid atmospheric environments. This hygroscopic gel was simple and inexpensive to prepare and would
consequently be suitable for large-scale preparation.

   In an outdoor prototype demonstration, the team found it released adsorbed water even in the morning or afternoon
when the sun was weak. techxplore.com/

 

CARBON CAPTURE
    Despite billions of dollars in investment, countries and industries have struggled to get carbon capture
projects up and running so far. Unless the situation changes quickly, experts say, the technology might not play more
than a marginal role in climate efforts.
    In its Net Zero Roadmap: A Global Pathway to Keep the 1.5 °C Goal in Reach, the International Energy Agency sees
carbon capture playing a small but important role in reaching global emissions goals by 2050, contributing just 8
percent to the endeavor.  By contrast, most of the reductions would come from countries shifting away from fossil fuels
entirely: relying more heavily on wind and solar power for electricity and swapping out gasoline-powered cars for
electric ones. nytimes.com/  

 

NUCLEAR FUSION
   Federal scientists have repeated their breakthrough toward nuclear fusion energy three times this year —
and now say they can “consistently” produce fusion energy. Despite the breakthroughs, widespread use of nuclear
fusion power remains years if not decades away,  thehill.com/policy/
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   The hottest year in recorded history casts doubts on humanity’s ability
to deal with a climate crisis of its own making, senior scientists have said.
theguardian.com
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 OPINION
    
      If countries are serious about climate change, they should get serious about quantum computing, by Sam
Howell,  Research Associate with the Technology and National Security program at the Center for a New American
Security. 
   Quantum computing uses the laws of quantum physics to store and process information, and rapidly solve complex
problems.
   Quantum computers are particularly good at solving the optimization and simulation problems underpinning many
sustainability and energy-related challenges and could overcome barriers to green technology innovation much faster
than their conventional counterparts. Quantum computing, though an imperfect technology itself, could expedite critical
breakthroughs and help achieve global climate objectives within desired time periods. thehill.com a little more on
quantum computing at nrel.gov/   

   How about a little bit of good news as we close out the year?  by Alli Gold Roberts, Opinion Contributor, The Hill.
    It was, after all, a challenging year, as It’s easy to feel like we’re falling behind in the fight against climate change.
But, the extreme weather, drought and heat that caused billions of dollars in damage are spurring greater efforts to
address climate pollution than ever before. And in the more than two dozen states that are taking aggressive action,
they’re not falling behind at all.
   According to the U.S. Climate Alliance, a bipartisan coalition of 25 governors committed to reducing the pollution that
is dangerously warming the planet, those states are collectively on track to hit their 2025 climate goals — a 26 percent
reduction in pollution from its peak in 2005. thehill.com/
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ICYMI / FYI
   
Four technologies at the forefront of the growing energy storage sector: 

Zinc-Based Battery
Zinc-based batteries consist of graphite felt and conductive plastic inside, and the zinc essentially adheres to and then
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releases itself from the graphite and conductive plastic to charge or discharge.
  

 + -

Non-flammable
Flexible in sizing
Low degradation
Zinc is abundant as a raw material.
Can operate within a large
temperature range

Provide up to 12 hours of storage
While can be scaled for a longer
duration, there are limits to the size

 
Iron-Air Battery
The battery uses a process called “reversible rusting.” It converts iron metal to rust to discharge and uses an electrical
current to convert the rust back to iron to charge.
     

 +  -

Safe, inexpensive active components
About one hundred hours of duration
Great reliability resource

Need for expanded manufacturing

 
Hydrogen Energy Storage
Renewable energy and electrolyzer systems are used to create green hydrogen, which can then be stored as long as
needed until converted back to electricity.
 

+ -

Can use renewable energy and
electrolyzer systems to create
green hydrogen
Virtually unlimited storage duration

Challenges in developing
supporting infrastructure.

 
Gravity Energy Storage
With gravity storage, heavy composite blocks are lifted, and energy is stored as potential energy. As the blocks are
lowered, the electric generators produce power.
 

+ -

Low environmental footprint
Renewable energy for the
mechanical process of heavy
lifting
No supply chain issues
Can be scaled according to needs
Technology available now
Storage up to 24 hours

New concept
One 18 MW/36 MWh under
development in the U.S
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New York Solar Energy Society (NYSES)
a Chapter of the American Solar Energy Society (ASES)

prepares consumer knowledge handouts about energy conservation and renewable energy, and distributes Green
Energy Times, a resource publication, to the public throughout eastern New York State. NYSES analyses legislation
and state programs and visits with the staff of legislators in New York City, New York State, and Washington,
DC. NYSES is a volunteer, grassroots, membership organization serving the children, families, engineers, architects,
and teachers of New York State since 2007.
 

Our Mission: 
To encourage the understanding and use of solar energy technologies through public outreach, to be a source of sound
technical knowledge, and to provide a forum to address critical regional and state issues relating to solar energy
solutions. We address the energy usage of all segments of society by increasing awareness of the benefits of
renewables: solar, wind, biomass, geothermal ground source, tidal/wave energy, and energy efficiency.

For more information, please contact:

New York Solar Energy Society
5270 Sycamore Avenue, Bronx,  NY 10471
www.nyses.org
917 974 4606
 
Join and Support NYSES -- http://nyses.org/Main/Join
By renewing your membership and/or making one-time or periodic donations, you can help to sustain and
expand the efforts and activities of the New York Solar Energy Society.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contribute online  via the  NYSES  website www.nyses.org

or mail check to the address above

Thank you!
 

Please send your comments/suggestions via Contact-Us

 

The Board of Directors of the New York Solar Energy Society meets on the fourth Tuesday of odd-numbered
months via teleconference. Please contact us if you wish to attend.
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